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HSE and IPAS Teleconference
19th January 2021 at 10:00 a.m.
Agreed Note
Attendance:
IPAS
HSE
Apologies

Shane O’Connor, Amanda McLoughlin, Lisa Croker, Aisling Quinn and Claire Guilfoyle
Tony Quilty (Chair) Margaret Fitzgerald, Jane Ann McKenna, Donal Cassidy, Therese
Donnellan (secretary)
Gabriel Fitzpatrick

3) Vulnerability Assessment
It has been agreed that a questionnaire on its own will not be used and that the assessment
will be built around the interview.
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Margaret Fitzgerald <
>
Tuesday 19 January 2021 09:02
Shane O'Connor (DCEDIY); Donnellan, Therese; Claire Guilfoyle (DCEDIY); Amanda
McLoughlin (DCEDIY); Quilty, Tony; Donal Cassidy; Gabriel Fitzpatrick;
JaneAnn.McKenna@hse.ie; Aisling Quinn (DCEDIY)
RE: meeting deferred from this morning - suggested new time of 10 a.m. Tuesday
19th January
20201216 IPAS Vulnerability Assessment Pilot Questionnaire V3 mf3.docx;

Hi Shane and colleagues, Aoife Therese and I had a discussion on this.

·
·

The main point is that under no circumstances should this questionnaire be handed to a protection applicant
with an expectation that they will be able to fill it, return it, that this is basis for a vulnerability assessment.
The questionnaire should be used as a mechanism for a skilled, trained, interviewer and should merely form
the basis for a vulnerability assessment which uses the questions purely as a starting point to assess an
individuals vulnerability
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The checklist has the advantage that most of the items such as young unaccompanied age, Older,
pregnancy status, blindness, deafness, immobility, Intellectual disability, are pretty straightforward. Others
such as mental health concerns, trafficking need some gentle probing not a full disclosure at this stage.
Regards

Dr Margaret Fitzgerald FFPHMI Msc. Comm Hlth, MRCGP, DCH MCN 04537
National Public Health Lead
National Social Inclusion Office
HSE Mill Lane Palmerstown
Dublin 20
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International Protection Accommodation Services
Guidance on Commencing Vulnerability Assessment
It should be made clear to the applicant at the outset of the process that their
participation is voluntary. There is no compulsion on them to complete the assessment
or to answer all questions put to them. Applicants should however be made aware that
the purpose of the interview is to assist IPAS and the Department of Children, Equality,
Disability, Integration and Youth in providing the most appropriate accommodation to
their needs and to help IPAS to identify if there are any services; medical, psychological
or social, which the individual applicant or family may need referral to. The more open
applicants are the better IPAS can plan to meet their need.
Confidentiality
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It should be made clear to all applicants that the information gathered in this process is
only completed for the purpose of assisting the Department of Children, Equality,
Disability, Integration and Youth in best meeting their needs for accommodation and
other services.
The vulnerability assessment is not part of their asylum application. It should be made
very clear to the applicant that whilst IPAS is interested in identifying if there are any
needs or vulnerabilities arising from their past or present situation, they will be invited
for interview by the Department of Justice to discuss their claim for asylum separately.
It is important to also emphasise that this assessment process is not meant to be an
opportunity for counselling or psychological support in and of itself. Applicants should be
made aware though that a referral will be made to social workers who will make decisions
on whether further assessment is required if a vulnerability is identified or whether an
immediate intervention is necessary in the case of a present risk being identified to the
safety or wellbeing of an applicant themselves, a family member or any other person so
identified.
It should be made clear that confidentiality is not absolute. If a risk of harm to a child is
identified, including past harm, this will be referred to Tusla who will undertake a further
SEIRBHÍSÍ CÓIRÍOCHTA um CHOSAINT IDIRNÁISIÚNTA, BOSCA O. P. 11487, BAILE ÁTHA CLIATH 2
INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION ACCOMMODATION SERVICES, P.O. BOX 11487, DUBLIN 2
T +353 1 4183200
E: ipasinbox@equality.gov.ie

assessment. Potential harm to children or adults will be reported to An Garda Síochána if
an immediate risk is identified.

Vulnerability Assessment Checklist Pilot Stage One
All information given is confidential. All details provided in connection with this
application will, in accordance with the law, be treated in confidence and will not be
disclosed to the authorities in the applicant’s home country or to any representatives of
that country in Ireland.
The purpose of this Stage One Vulnerability Assessment is:
1. To establish if the applicant is vulnerable within the meaning of the Recast Reception
Conditions Directive 2018 and if so, which domain(s) of vulnerability are relevant;
2. To determine whether a Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment is required in one or
more domains.
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If this assessment finds that the applicant is vulnerable within the meaning of the Recast
Reception Conditions Directive, a Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment will be
recommended and carried out at the Balseskin Reception Centre. The applicant will be
notified of a date and time for this assessment.
If this assessment finds that the applicant is not vulnerable within the Recast Reception
Conditions Directive, a Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment will not be recommended.
Applicants will receive a copy of the completed Vulnerability Assessment which will form
part of the applicant’s file.
An applicant with a family (Head of Household) can provide information on their children.
The checklist / questionnaire should be completed by IPAS Vulnerability Assessment
Officer.
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International Protection Accommodation Services
Stage One Vulnerability Assessment Checklist Pilot
Applicant
Information
Name
Identity Document
Date of Birth
Nationality /
Citizenship
Gender
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IPO Registration
Number/ IPAS
number

Stage One Vulnerability Assessment

Answer

1. Is the applicant aged 18 years of age or
more?
2. If under 18 years of age, is the applicant
accompanied by a parent, guardian or
other legally responsible person over the
age of 18?
3. Does the applicant indicate they have a
physical disability? Such as being unable to
move freely, walk, dress, wash or climb
stairs unaided etc.
If yes, provide further information:
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4. Does the applicant indicate they have a
non-physical or other disability? Such as
intellectual disability, or vision or hearing
loss: are they registered as having
disability in home country, are they unable
to speak, self-care, or understand
questions etc.
If yes, provide further information:

5. Is the applicant aged 65 years or more?
6. Is the applicant pregnant, recently
pregnant and/or breastfeeding? If
pregnant what is the due date.

7. Is the applicant a single parent or
guardian? (i.e. providing care on their own
for one or more children under the age of
18?)
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8. Does the applicant indicate that they may
be a victim of human trafficking or have
been brought to the State against their
will?
9. Does the applicant indicate that they
suffer from an illness such as cancer,
diabetes, COPD, heart disease HIV,
hepatitis, or any other chronic or acute
illnesses which may affect their quality of
life?
10. If yes, has the applicant been prescribed
medication or receiving treatment for
their condition?

11. Are there indications of, or does the
person admit to a serious mental health
condition or degenerative brain condition
or have they been professionally
diagnosed with a condition such as chronic
depression, schizophrenia or dementia?
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12. Has the person given an indication that
they have experienced torture or
inhumane treatment, including
psychological or sexual violence?
13. Has the person indicated that they have
been affected by, or directly experienced,
physical, psychological or sexual violence
due to their sexual orientation or gender?

14. Has the person given any indications other
than above about vulnerabilities which
they may have?

Next Steps:
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Further Information

Yes/No

Did the applicant state that they understand the purpose of this assessment?
Did the applicant state that they understand questions 1-14 above?
Did the applicant indicate that they are happy with the answers they gave?
Did the applicant understand the explanation of what happens next?

For Office Use Only
Was interpretation used? (If yes, insert language.)
ID Checked. What id was it
Vulnerabilities identified (Indicate using question numbers 1 to 14 above)
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Recommended for Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment (tick as appropriate)

Yes

Additional comments:

IPAS Vulnerability Assessment
Officer Name
IPAS Vulnerability Assessment
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Officer Signature
Date

_______________________________________________________
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No

Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment
[Name] - [Person ID]
[Date]

Assessment Completed by:
Supervised by: Bernard Cantillon (Social Work Team Leader/Manager of Child & Family Services Unit
– IPAS)

Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment completed based on potential vulnerabilities flagged during
Stage One, specifically:
[No. from Stage One Assessment]
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[Name] consented to Stage Two Assessment. Purpose of Vulnerability Assessment explained.

[Summary of Assessment]

Impression: The conclusion from this Stage Two Vulnerability Assessment is that [NAME] should be
deemed vulnerable within the meaning of the Recast Reception Conditions Directive 2018.

Plan:

To be filled out by social worker

Categories of vulnerability identified:

Accommodation recommendations:
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Thanks for sending on the initial template and I understand you might send on the one the Student SW’s are also
working on from a Phase 2 perspective which is draft form.
Re the role - I understand that it is envisaged that the HSE SW’s would have a role in making assessments and
recommendations to IPAS and others about an applicant’s ‘special reception needs’.
With ‘special reception needs’ relating to ‘applicants who are vulnerable and in need of special guarantees in order
to benefit from his or her entitlements, and to comply with his or her obligation under the regulations’
Similarly I’m also conscious that the directive advised that ‘the Minister, in designating an accommodation centre
under paragraph (1), shall.. take account of any special reception needs of the recipient, assessed in accordance
with Regulation 8’.
While I understand the identification/assessment of the vulnerable aspects from the documentation - I just wasn’t
sure what types of special guarantees were being referred to as being needed to be identified and hence how the
SW’s might identify and make recommendations in relation to the nature of same.
It would all just be in an attempt to assist the HSE SW’s work i.e assessments and recommendations to be in
accordance with the requirements of the act if things progress as is currently being discussed.
Onward Referral
Other aspects I intend to ask about is the development of a care pathway once a determination has been made
about the need for onward referral/special reception need identified.
E.g. What type of information or recommendation would IPAS need when deciding which accommodation centre
might be appropriate for them.
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What gaps are emerging in onward referrals and the understanding of responsibilities of HSE and IPAS post initial
identification of special reception needs.
At some stage it would also be good to get a sense of the breakdown of onward referrals/number and types of
vulnerabilities being identified at this stage if that type of information is to hand.
Information sharing – just what software and databases are being used by the SW’s at the moment and how is the
information being stored and passed on.
e.g. Would all files need to be encrypted when sending it to/from IPAS and HSE SW for phase 2. Would HSE SW’s
have access to a shared database or create their own etc., Could HSE SW’s avail of Admin staff in IPAS.
Remit and Capacity
I also wouldn’t mind chatting to you about the current remit for the SW’s– I’m conscious that the SW’s are currently
assessing all those individuals identified as vulnerable under the act which is currently approximately 60%.
If this remit is to be maintained as numbers being assessed increased, it would obviously have a significant impact
on potential need for SW’s and I’d be concerned that 2 HSE SW’s may not be sufficient to meet the current
expectations of Phase 2 of the process.
Perhaps we can try envisage what would be required in the medium to longer term future and any related aspects.
I’m very conscious it is a developing process at the moment and all the different people involved – But I’d be happy
to chat about these, possible solutions and any other learnings that are arising from the initial pilot stage further to
help the planning when convenient.
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Thanks and Kind Regards,
Brian Davis
HSE Social Inclusion Social Work Team Leader
Balseskin Health Centre
(Wednesdays and Thursdays)
Northside Homeless Healthlink Team
(Mondays and Tuesdays)

Balseskin Health Screening Centre, Balseskin Refugee Reception Centre, St. Margaret's Road, Finglas, Dublin
11
Ionad Scagthástála Sláinte Bhaile Seiscinn, Ionad Fáiltithe Dídeanaithe Bhaile Seiscinn, Bóthar Theampall
Mhaighréide, Fionnghlas,Baile Átha Cliath 11.
CORU REG: SW 002706

Need information and advice on COVID-19? Go to www.hse.ie/coronavirus

"Tá an fhaisnéis sa ríomhphost seo (ceangaltáin san áireamh) faoi rún. Baineann sé leis an té ar seoladh chuige amháin agus tá sé ar intinn go bhfaighfidh
siadsan amháin é agus gurb iadsan amháin a dhéanfaidh breithniú air. Más rud é nach tusa an duine ar leis é, tá cosc iomlán ar aon fhaisnéis atá ann, a
úsáid, a chraobhscaoileadh, a scaipeadh, a nochtadh, a fhoilsiú, ná a chóipeáil . Seains gurb iad tuairimí pearsanta an údar atá san ríomhphost agus nach
tuairimí FSS iad.
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Má fuair tú an ríomhphost seo trí dhearmad, bheadh muid buíoch dá gcuirfeá in iúil don Deasc Seirbhísí ECT ar an nguthán ag +353 818 300300 nó ar an
ríomhphost chuig service.desk@hse.ie agus ansin glan an ríomhphost seo ded' chóras."

"Information in this email (including attachments) is confidential. It is intended for receipt and consideration only by the intended recipient. If you are not an
addressee or intended recipient, any use, dissemination, distribution, disclosure, publication or copying of information contained in this email is strictly
prohibited. Opinions expressed in this email may be personal to the author and are not necessarily the opinions of the HSE.
If this email has been received by you in error we would be grateful if you could immediately notify the ICT Service Desk by telephone at +353 818 300300 or
by email to service.desk@hse.ie and thereafter delete this e-mail from your system"
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